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"It is my hope that through the work of this important initiative and
the conversations it will encourage as well as our upcoming documentary
that thousands of other Indigenous brothers and sisters ~ off-reserve
and on ~ can Come Home to our whole selves for our families and our

future as OUR NATION HEALS."

"Our journey in life is marked with many moments of learning and growth.
Through this series "Coming Home", join us as we lay a foundation of

healing for the thousands of children who were lost but not forgotten to
the systemic genocide of Canada. We have a responsibility to pass on a

legacy of intergenerational healing to those yet unborn."

~ Charlene SanJenko

~ Wenecwtsin (Big Voice that Speaks the Truth)
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about regen media

reGEN impact media is pleased to announce OUR NATION HEALS, an upcoming
hope and healing community-based initiative marrying the power of
Indigenous storytelling through the amplification vehicle of digital
media arts, and the rippling impact of co-facilitated, small-group
listening circles. With support received from the Province of British
Columbia, a pilot program will begin Fall 2022 to inform a future
framework built to regenerate stronger Indigenous communities across our
province and the entirety of Turtle Island one family at a time.

reGEN media is an Indigenous-led impact media company that
supports the creation and distribution of regenerative media
projects that shift the narrative to lift society. If you are
interested to partner or provide support for OUR NATION HEALS,
please connect with us below.

For further information: charlene@regenimpactmedia.com
www.regenimpactmedia.com

OUR NATION HEALS is co-created and co-facilitated by former Kukpi7 Wayne
Christian and Splatsin member, Charlene SanJenko. 
The program launches in Splatsin (Enderby, BC) and invites community
members and parents ages 18-35+ to proactively participate in a series
of interactive listening circles, explore a framework + healing tools,
and contribute in a community dialogue and possibilities conversation to
re-imagine the future vision for themselves and their families as we
build hope and strengthen understanding with a clear pathway for Nation-
based healing utilizing both traditional and contemporary strategies
while seeing ourselves as a key part of the solution. If you are
interested to participate, please contact Charlene SanJenko.


